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1X Large Canvas Gazebo Body

6X Ropes

CONTENTS:

Hardware :

 

2X 3-Way top corner

4X 3-Way side corner

3X 4-Way centre corner

6X Spring joined poles

6X Plain pole

6X Stakes

6X Spring joined legs

Softs :

SPECIFICATIONS:



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Remove contents from the bags 

Step 2: Assemble the top part of the gazebo frame 
as in illustration bellow by following the colour 
coded stickers 

Step 3: After completing the top part of the frame 
lift the frame and insert the legs as in illustration 
below 
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Step 4: The frame should be standing now. Ensure 
that all the poppers on the frame are secure.  

POPPERS

Step 6: To secure the gazebo hammer the 
stakes into the ground then and secure the guy
ropes to the stakes  

FOLDING INSTRUCTIONS:

Step 1: Ensure the cover is clean and dry 
before starting the folding process
           
            PLEASE NOTE: When cleaning your tent use
         water and light detergent to remove any dirt from 
                                     the canvas   

Step 3: Fold the Gazebo in half at the centre 
stitch of the roof  

Step 4: Fold the legs of the cover inwards so that 
it lays on top of the roof  

Step 5: Roll the cover as tight as possible 
brushing the tent as you’re rolling ensuring no dirt 
is rolled up with the roof  
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Step 2: Spread the roof out flat    Step 5: The canvas gazebo cover can now be 
pulled over the frame. You will notice that the 
gazebo cover has 6 webbing straps with a hook at 
the end, insert these hooks into the hole located at 
the bottom part of the legs and tighten by 
tensioning the straps  


